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Numbers, time, history

This year Lamigraf celebrates the 40th anniversary of its 
foundation. The journey through all these years could be 
explained with numbers.

Number of customers, of suppliers, of internal and external team 
members, number of successes and – why not? – of failures, 
number of kilometres travelled, of hopes and disappointments.

But for me, the most significant numbers, and the ones that bring 
back the most memories, are the code numbers of the designs.

Starting with Ash 01, Anegre 05, Beech 19, Oak 21, Cherry 157, 
Beech 264, Birch 275, Birch 410, Novecento Pine 567, Capitan’s Oak 
719, Victorian Oak 1445, North Cape Elm 1914, Rustikal Oak 1811, 
Butterfly Elm 2167 and the latest one, Imbiah Pine 2195.

Numbers 01 to 2195 span four decades. The world has changed 
completely and so has Lamigraf. Some of the people who were 
with us then have left us, and many others have joined us.

But numbers cannot explain everything, because this collection 
is much more than a number, more than a quantity, more than 
a magnitude.

It is the result of these 40 years of effort and work by all of 
Lamigraf’s people.

Enric Canet
Creative Director
Lamigraf



REALITYTouch
First of all we have reality (which we relate to touch). This is the reality 
we perceive when we touch something. It may be the most genuine of all 
realities, as we perceive it directly, without filters or modifications.

FICTIONCreate
The second reality is the one related to fiction. When we take a photo on 
Instagram and apply colour, light and contrast filters... we are left with a 
creation, manipulated reality that is not necessarily true to the original.  
A reality that is often more closely related to fiction than to the natural 
state of things.

MEMORYFeel
The latest macro-tendency related to the perception of reality is the one 
that remains in our memory. We do not necessarily remember things the 
way they really were, but rather as we want to remember them.
Memories, along with the associated experiences, emotions and complexity, 
are structured so as to shape our personality and what we are as people. 
These memories are feelings... reminiscences, at the end of the day.

LAMIGRAF TRENDS

THE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY HAS NOT ONLY REVOLUTIONISED 
OUR PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR, BUT ALSO THE WAY WE ACT AS 
CONSUMERS.

IN FACT TECHNOLOGY, AND IN PARTICULAR THE EVOLUTION OF 
MOBILE PHONES AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE SOCIAL NETWORKS, 
HAS BROUGHT A NEW KIND OF PERCEIVED REALITY INTO BEING.

WE BELIEVE THAT THE REALITY CAN BE DIVIDED INTO THREE 
CATEGORIES, WHICH WE RELATE TO THE MEGA-TRENDS OR MACRO-
TENDENCIES WE HAVE OBSERVED.



Touch enables us to discover shapes, sizes and textures 
of objects. To feel heat, cold, pain and pleasure. But 
touching is much more than all that – it is transmitting 
and receiving feelings, it is communicating emotions, 
it is listening to the world through one’s hands, it is 
relating to everything around us, connecting to nature 
and, at the same time, reconciling us to our own nature. 
It is reaching reality through physical contact.

“In touch
is all love and intelligence” 
Hellen Keller

Touch



Simplicity, essence, beauty.

Why use a poem to speak of a design?

The more pertinent question would be:

Why this poem in particular? And why the fourth 
verse of poem no. 15 by Pablo Neruda?

We can find the answer in the structure of the quartet 
and the simplicity of its message. The verses use words to 
convey the essence, the clarity and the substance of beauty.

A short while ago, in a French decoration magazine, I 
read this advertising message:

“La simplicité est souvent la meilleure idée”

This must also have been the central idea of German 
architect Mies Van Der Rohe when he formulated his 
famous phrase

“less is more”,

the embryo of an entire aesthetical and conceptual 
current. This idea also had the objective of reaching 
nature through simplicity.

The poetic idea of Nordic Maple is simplicity of shape, 
showing all of the beauty and the essence of nature 
through design.

Poem No. 15
And let me talk to you with your silence
that is bright as a lamp, simple as a ring.
You are like the night, with its stillness
and constellations.
Your silence is that of a star, as remote
and candid

Pablo Neruda

NORDIC
MAPLE



2179-301



2179-302

2179-303

2179-304

2179-1012179-101

DARK UMBER 850D-1413

LOST WORLD 1606-401

LOMBARD STREET 1843-104

ONYX 850D-267



Water, circle, life.
In “Mud”, that wonderful film by Jeff Nichols, two 
14-year-old lads have adventures, discovering love, 
friendship, fear, lies and betrayal – that is, they become 
adults. With the Mississippi river as the main character.

The river is a space that populates the imagination of 
Mark Twain and defines the universe that inhabits all the 
childhoods of the planet.

The river is not only a metaphor of a space where life 
passes and water makes it possible, but also a source 
of economic activity, the embryo of the city, where 
all around the land is fertile and everything grows, 
and the vegetation is lush, immense and infinite.

Bram Stoker wrote that “the blood is life” in a much less 
metaphorical sense. We could also assert that “the river 
is life”.

The colours of Maine Walnut are intense and luminous 
like the sun flashing on the water.

Their texture is tactile, deep and their relief is full of 
nuances like the earth of the banks bathed by the river.

MAINE
WALNUT



2189-307



2189-302

2189-305

2189-304

2189-201

ONYX 850D-267

LEATHER 1036-124

MIMA’S STARS 2065-D002

NAVY BLUE 891-221



Past, present and future.
It stops raining and gradually, the sun comes out, the 
temperature becomes milder and the sultry weather 
vanishes with the first rains of the late summer.

Going out for a walk in the evening, walking towards the 
spring and enjoying the path surrounded by pines, cork-
oaks and huge blocks of stone steeped in life and time.

Childhood memories of going there to play, teenage 
memories of smoking in secret, with the old folks going 
there to “forage for mushrooms”, an apprenticeship of life.

Strolling along here we relive the past, the present and 
the future.

The forest is splendid, its light is golden and its shades 
intense and dark, the clean, clear air contrasts with the 
smell of wet sand and pine needles that trace bends in 
the path.

We go back home, and we know that we will return to the 
forest, proud and fragile, still but alive; it will await us, 
reminding us that it has always been there.

Amberes smells of the forest and has the colour of 
damp wood and tonalities of dew and evening.

Amberes is past, present and future, like the forest.

AMBERES



2192-306



2192-301

2192-303

2192-305

2192-201

ROSA QUARTZ 850D-D138

FRIZZY SLATE 786-D050

LOST WORLD 1606-401

LEAD WHITE 850D-2054



ROBLE
MIEL

Colour, taste, smell.
Roble Miel

This name – honey oak - made me think of the colour of 
honey that changes from light brown or amber tones to 
darker browns, passing through reddish, yellow or green 
tonalities.

The colour of honey is determined by the type of 
flowers the bees collect the nectar from.

And the aroma and taste also depend on the plant the 
pollen was collected from.

It is as though the bees sucked up the colour, taste and 
aroma of every single flower. As though they carried 
it back to the hive and the essence of the flowers of 
rosemary, thyme, sunflower, almond and lemon trees flew 
in the air through the honey to impregnate our senses.

But in the words of a well-known song, “bad weather for 
lyrics”: the process is bound to be much more prosaic.

Roble Miel has the colour of a sunny July day when the 
sunflowers blossom and the intense, brilliant colours 
are almost unreal and unique.



2194-303



2194-201

2194-302

2194-304

2194-301

DARK UMBER 850-1413

MINIGLASS 1420-D014

SOUTH MOOD 2175-308

MARSALA 850D-1611



Create
Dreaming, imagining, inventing, constructing. Looking 
at the world in a different way and consciously 
reinterpreting it.

This is the key, the dimension, the measurement, 
not literally, but in the act of personalising reality 
and reinventing it through our own experiences, 
understanding and knowledge.

Creating our own fictions on the basis of a reality that 
does not adjust to our dimensions and measurements.

“ There is another world, and it is in this one.
There are other lives, but they are in you.”

Paul Éluard



SOUTH MOOD

The sun is setting in the west and a cool breeze flutters the 
leaves of the elder tree and takes away the heat of the day.

The shadows, like other shapes, are projected on the wall 
with its tiles in cinnamon, orange and terracotta colours. 
It is like a daytime sky that lights up an old patio with 
reflections. In the background, in the shady corner, one 
can hear the murmur of the fountain, and beyond the 
walls the muffled din of the streets.

A book sleeps open on his chest, the lemonade is miles 
away. Wakefulness invades him, he wants, but does not 
want, to open his eyes, he would like to move but cannot 
muster up the energy, time seems to have stopped, and for 
a moment life does not seem to be given, but rather desired.

Happiness. Why not?
This is the spirit, the soul of South Mood.

Late August, in the afternoon.



2175-306



2175-307

2175-308

2175-304

2175-301

DEEP BLUE 891-213

RUBI OAK 2014-203

PRIMEVAL BEECH 1501-D017

ROSA QUARTZ 850D-D138

RUBI OAK 2014-203



DREAMLIKE

In “Mud notebook”, a film by Iñaki Lacuesta on the 
performance “Los Pasos Dobles” by Miquel Barceló and 
Josef Nadj, the Mallorcan painter says that

“mud saves the memory of everything, of a caricature, 
a blow, a mark…”

Like a Neolithic artist, Barceló scrawls in a cave against 
oblivion.

At the opposite end of this poetic conception, we know 
that there are metals and ceramics that react and change 
under physical or chemical fields, returning to their 
original form an infinity of times, because they have 
memory.

Matter, perceived as an emotional and rational 3D surface 
map where the involuntary action of man or, sometimes, 
with the will to persist (art, tradition) leaves its mark and 
the action of nature and the passage of time wrap it up.

Dreamlike is a landscape where the material is the 
protagonist and shape, colour and light make up an 
ensemble which the passage of time will not make us 
forget.

Matter, transformation, creation.



2178-303



AZUL SERENITY 850D-D139

MOULDY WALNUT 2066-D004

MARSALA 850D-1611

SLAVONIAN OAK 1882-201

2178-301

2178-307

2178-309

2178-302



Yasmin is a delicate, luminous white flower that shines 
brightly under the light of the moon, that hangs from the 
hair of the beautiful heroine of a story from the Thousand 
and One Nights.

It is the sensual, fresh and intoxicating aroma of perfume 
that impregnates the skin and leaves an unforgettable 
fragrance behind.

Yasmin has a plant-like, organic graphical symbol, with 
sinuous, essential lines that seek out harmony, equilibrium 
and like the captivating fragrance of its perfume, fills up 
our senses.

Presence, essence, perfume.

YASMIN



2183-207



2183-202

2183-208

2183-209

2183-201

DEEP BLUE 891-213

VICTOR WALNUT 2051-205

ROSSO ROMEO 891-2104

NOCE NAZIONALE (EIR) 1718-308



In 1967 the art movement called “Arte Povera” (poor 
art) came into being in Italy. It is a trend based on the 
utilisation of waste and worthless objects which may be of 
an industrial or natural origin.

They are materials with no aesthetical or functional 
quality, which are manipulated to given them an artistic 
and poetic spirit.

Nowadays the re-utilisation of materials in disuse is 
commonplace and a mainstream tendency, both in 
decoration and in architecture.

It is interesting to apply this trend as a starting point for 
our work methodology.

Re-using, reinterpreting materials and transforming 
them into visually attractive designs.

That is what we have done with Imbiah Pine.

By manipulating a modest, rather unattractive material 
and giving it a colour treatment, we have bestowed a strong 
personality and unquestionable beauty on it.

Matter, void, message.

IMBIAH
PINE



2195-301



2195-303

2195-304

2195-305

2195-3022195-302

LIGHT UMBER 891-2016

MULTISTAR 1767-306

BEIGE 850D-1321

OLD COLONIAL 2064-301



Feel
Leaving a trail, making a mark.

Ever since we have had a memory, we have left traces 
wherever we have passed through, we have scratched 
stones, painted caves, built objects, walls, houses.

We can feel and perceive the expression, the trace of 
the cave painter, the effort and sweat on the wall, the 
breathing and the movement, the life inside the houses.

Cormac McCarthy wrote:

“Each man lives in all the others and all the others live 
in him… to the remotest edges of the world”.

It is as though we lived in what we have touched, what we 
have created, in everything we have experienced.



SUNDAY
OAK

In the world of music, if we are talking about a singer who 
created tendencies and with a capacity for adaptation, we 
know it is David Bowie (1947-2016).

Chameleonic and mutating in aesthetics, androgynous and 
liquid in gender, radical and visionary in each new disc, 
Bowie always moved circulated as an icon, provocative, 
elegant and glamorous, through all kinds of genres: soul, 
folk, pop, funk, new wave, electronic, reggae, blues, hard 
rock... and his image changed to the rhythm of his songs. 
Less glamorous and elegant than Bowie, but with an equal 
capacity for adaptation, the wood of the oak (Quercus in 
Latin) is also a generator of tendencies.

This versatile, long-lasting wood adapts to fashions and 
styles without losing its personality. Oak transmutes into 
other species through colour and manages to pull it off.

Sunday Oak has a refined, delicate appearance with 
subtle tonalities, intense and sober with classical tones, 
daring and provocative when it becomes chameleonic.

The Bowie of the collection, believe it or not!

Reinventing, changing,
anticipating.



2186-402



AZUL SERENITY 850D-D139

UNDERGROUND 1984-307

ROSA QUARTZ 850D-D138

SOUTH MOOD 2175-308 

2186-405

2186-301

2186-406

2186-2012186-201



Travel is always a blank page, a full rucksack and a 
parenthesis in the midst of the everyday routine. An 
exotic, unknown, unexplored landscape but at the same 
time one that is imagined and at the very least, desired.

Discovering smells, colours, shapes, spaces. They may be 
imagined, but have not been travelled along, trodden on 
or experienced.

Waking up, going out to stroll down alleyways, stopping 
and breathing in a new air, feeling a different light, 
intuiting a geography that is not yours. And never will be.

Sitting down in a café and contemplating the pace and 
the heartbeat of the life of the people who walk up and 
down the streets, absent from all that is not important.

Topkapi Walnut is just that, a colour, a smell, a place 
to discover, to stop and contemplate, to approach and 
touch, to sit down and imagine.

Travel, culture, memories.

TOPKAPI
WALNUT



2187-2012187-201



ROSSO ROMEO 891-2104

GRIZZLY SLATE 786-D009

SEPIA 891-2036

CAMDEN 2087-302

2187-302

2187-304

2187-301

2187-303



“Today’s world is consumed with technology and I think 
we are too distracted by it in day-to-day life” Petter 
Neby, founder of Punkt.

Everything changes, everything moves very quickly, 
nothing is static any more, a kind of dizziness invades all 
of the areas of our lives.

Everything has always changed, the difference is the speed 
with which it does so now, the technology/consumption 
binomial accelerates everything and we are living in a 
kind of “fast & furious” of being at home.

But as we said everything changes, the physical media 
that we used to use on a daily basis, that we believed 
were indispensable in our everyday routine, are diluted 
without our realising it. Everything is deconstructed, 
spherified and liquidised (Bauman Dixit) and everything 
is virtualised in different terminals.

At the same time, many raw materials become unsustainable, 
and this is the equivalent of a death certificate in a world 
where the term “ecological” has become basic for making 
any product competitive.

Ecological awareness in search of the common good.

All this, to explain that the eucalyptus is disappearing 
from our landscape; it grows very fast, it absorbs a lot of 
water, drying up springs and leaving the earth infertile. 
And yet in the early 20th century the eucalyptus was 
seen as a miracle tree due to its quick growth.

Sweet Home Eucalyptus is a tribute to a tree with 
many nutritive and medicinal values, as well as being 
the favourite food of koala bears. It has narrow, elegant 
grains, a fine, delicate texture and its natural colours are 
luminous and bright.

Change, speed, awareness.

SWEET HOME
EUCALYPTUS



2190-301



2190-202

2190-302

2190-306

2190-201

MUSTARD 850D-1073

GALASSIA 2121-202

MARSALA 850D-1611

TEIXIT 1827-D013
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